
April 8, 2019 Board Meeting Minutes 
Taken by David de la Rocha, Chair 
 
1. BNA got a request from Heather Theroux of Cascadia Clusters to present at our May general 
meeting. BNA voted to invite them to the present at the May meeting. Here are excerpt from her 
letter: 
--Since May we are a non-profit who trains houseless individuals to build tiny home villages for 
the houseless. In the last 9 months we've: 

● led the build at and the majority of fundraising for Agape Village 
● we've transported unwanted pods from Kenton Women's Village to Agape Village 
● moved Kenton Women's Village to it's new location after rat proofing them and 

completing several renovations 
● completed several upgrades to pods at Hazelnut Grove 
● lastly, we have our General Contractors License (CCB # 224780)  so that we can take 

our 6 houseless trainees into the "real world", while generating revenue to enrich our 
program 

2. Eliot NA has submitted a counter-proposal for cleaning up the boundary between our 
neighborhoods (see attached map) They basically want to keep the two parcels on the east end 
of block at Fremont-Vancouver-Ivy. They want to maintain the close association they have with 
the food cart pod at the corner of Fremont and Vancouver. One of the cart owners also sits on 
the Eliot board. BNA board voted to accept the proposal as written, with an understanding that 
the issue of the final block may be revisited, if necessary, in the future. 
 
3. John Teply of the Director Elisabeth Jones Art Center has invited BNA to participate in some 
sort of art display called Neighborhood Associations Rock. They plan to highlight the Boise-Eliot 
Native Grove in their display. 
 
4. The Boise-Eliot Native Grove will have an Earth Day celebration on Saturday, 20 April. They'll 
be installing our community bench that sponsored by the Rebuilding Center and featuring the 
artistry and carpentry from six different underserved communities. 
 

https://www.cascadiaclusters.org/

